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Name City Comment

Susan evans Kirriemuir I use this road regularly and constantly get cars, lorries etc

overtaking me! Everyone seems to think 30 means 40+! 

Daina Devine Coupar Angus People speed past the play park not caring that there's kids

family's and people living around there something needs to

be done 

Michelle Heron Coupar Angus I feel it's a very dangerous road!! And wot happened to that

poor little girl is heart breaking and should never of happened

!

Karen Kerr Coupar Angus we need to keep our kids safe, motorists speed too much

round there. My thoughts are with the Edwards family xx

Sarah Gowans Coupar Angus What happened to that poor family is awful and could off

been prevented it's heartbreaking. 

Kerry-Ann Dunn Blairgowrie

and Rattray

Traffic drive too fast in a residential area especially near the

park 

Pamela Bruce Burrelton Improve safety in area

Claire Middleton Blairgowrie

and Rattray

I lived in Coupar Angus most of my life and that stretch of

road is very dangerous and has been for a very long time. I

have seen a lot of drivers speeding up and down that road

thinking it is ok to speed when it is not. Something needs to

be done to not let this happen again. There is a very big and

very popular playpark that holds a lot of sport events and a

football park about 100 yards along from there that runs

along the side of that road and a primary school not that far

away from there too, not only that it is along aside of a built

up area filled with family's. Drivers have no respect of the

speed limit there and actions must be taken to stop drivers

speeding up and down that road. not only that the spead limit

should be reduced and moved down passed the woodland

area of the park to make it a safe place to be able to take your

kids to play, there should also be road bumps put in place to

help reduce all drivers speed as the enter or exit the town. It

is absolutely devastating on what has happened to this family

and actions need to be taken to NEVER let this happen again.

Nicola Neild Plockton Deaths of any age are hard, but for life's of children so young 

this is unacceptable.  Simply safety measures should be in 

place, please help prevent the further lose of innocents.. 

Thoughts are with all affected by this tragedy 

amanda downie blairgowrie The horrific crash that killed an innocent child

Carol Mclaren Coupar angus Some motorists just speed along that road we need to make it

safer 

Doreen Constable Blairgowrie Because it needs to be sorted
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Marion Mcdonald Blairgowrie

and Rattray

Ive seen a lot of people driving up hatton rd doing over speed

limit theres people on foot paths going to shop or kids going

to school find it alarming .

Kari Johnston New Alyth Absolutely heartbreaking what has happened to this poor

family.Something needs to be done to make this road safer

Doreen Johnston Blairgowrie Drivers will not slow down unless this is done

lana crossan Perth Totally agree, I'm not from Coupar Angus, but it's obvious

something needs done to stop a horrible tragedy like this

happening again.

Clarice Davies Coupar Angus Such a dangerous road. I've almost been in accidents on that

road and I used to walk up and down there with my sister all

the time when I was young. Absolutely devastated and

heartbroken for that family and our little town. 

Kerry Rocha Blairgowrie Anything to help stop something this heartbreaking

happening again. 

Helen Naysmith Inchture Drivers in general need to slow down on built up areas. I have

a 3 yr old and even the speed that people drive around our

area is bad. I can't imagine what the parents are going

through.  Let's make the streets a safer place! 

greig campbell rattray I'm signing this as this tragedy must not be repeated

something needs to be done to make this road safer

Kylie Stewart Coupar Angus Unfortunalty there will always be idiot drivers on the road

with lucky bag licenses  but its not just this road in coupar

angus, the dundee road which kids use all the time is

ridiculous with larger motors having to mount the kerb to

turn the corner. The stretch at larghan would be fine if idiots

stuck to the speed limits and took into consideration theres a

park and school there its comon sense! So to me its the

drivers fault not the road!!

Lee-Jane McCue Coupar Angus I want to be able to take my children to and from the park

safely. The death of little Harlow should say enough!!

Stacey Brierley Blairgowrie

and Rattray

I have a child same age as one who died and every child

should be kept safe 

Mary Simpson Blairgowrie This awful tragedy can't be allowed to happen again. I have

witnessed people driving far to fast on that stretch of road.

Please please do something!!

Leah Breen Blairgowrie

and Rattray

Should of been a speed limit here years ago and this may of

been prevented 
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Lorna Fleming Coupar Angus There needs to be traffic calming measures put into place to

prevent any further tragedies. Why there isn't already is

beyond me as it is a busy park. There is also a common and a

school close by. I live beside another park in the town and

children coming from school often use a close near by but

motorists still speed along this stretch of road. My partner

asked the council to look into this before but they didn't feel

the need to put measures in place. 

Jennifer Jackman Alyth No one should ever have to experience the loss that has

happened here. Xxxxx

karen still perth There are too many places along that road that children

frequent. Traffic calming measures and a speed limit of

20mph need to be in place to force vehicles to slow down 

Craig Beveridge Friockheim People need to realise that the speed limit is there for a

reason, and applies to EVERYONE.  Such sad news.

andrea McCulloch Perthshire It is necessary for kids safety 

Amy Campbell Coupar Angus Devastating loss for a local family, surely that is enough to

ensure further traffic precautions.

Jane Murray Saint Madoes Traffic needs to be slowed down near children's play areas

Phyllis Guild Blairgowrie

and Rattray

Please do something before tragedy happens again 

Phyllis Guild Blairgowrie

and Rattray

Please do something before tragedy happens again 

Phyllis Guild Blairgowrie

and Rattray

Please do something before tragedy happens again 

Darlene Phillips Blairgowrie

and Rattray

It's in people's safety that another tradegy doesn't happen

again!! Built up area with parks, school etc and also alot of

dog walkers.... 

Susan Baldwin Alyth After the terrible death of a toddler and injuries to her

relatives from a speeding driver. 

Michael Gallagher Coupar Angus People drive far too fast at this section of the road. Eight

years ago Perth and Kinross Council said they'd make all

towns 20mph, but never got around to it. Two years ago they

said they'd make Coupar Angus all 20mph, but a month ago

they changed their minds and said they would only reduce the

speed limit on a section of Forfar Road. I understand that this

is to be done soon. However we need more than just a

reduction in the speed limit. We need speed bumps to force

drivers to slow down. 

angela stewart perth No one wants anyone else killed especially small children 
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Gerry Swan Perth The recent fatality just highlights that all built up areas near

schools in villages play parks now need to be 20 mph limits a

sighn change or speed ramp is not a cost for better safety

measures

robert curran blairgowrie It was only a matter of time, till a tragedy occurred. It should

NEVER have happened.

Eric Mollison Alyth I want all children to be able to walk on pavements safe from

accidents I have 5 grandchildren and can't imagine how the

families are at this sad time

Lynn Symon Coupar Angus Having only just moved to coupar angus it was a shock that

this tragedy has happened, we have 2 young children and

want to know that they are safer.

Emma Brown Dundee One tragedy is one too many. Let's not allow another one to

happen.

Sylvia Grant Perth no more children should die because of speeding drivers

Allahna Lawson Dundee This is too close to home an it shouldn't have the chance to

happen again 

Carol Connan Coupar Angus The speeding on the Forfar road is far too dangerous, it is a

residential area with housing, a school and a park located

along the road where the speeding occurs with the majority

of the vehicles speeding and with it being a main route north

that includes  a lot of heavy goods vehicles

Dave Lundy Blairgowrie Nobody should have to risk their lives or children's lives

simply to play in a park

Colin Chessor Coupar Angus Children need protection when play parks are near by vicinity

from traffic. Please get local council to do something now and

do not sit on your hands so act now.

Christine Ewan Elgin Definitely need speed calming done as cars have been driving

to fast along that stretch of rd 

Derek peebles Rattray Traffic calming measures should have been put in place long

ago it's like a bloody race track from the red house corner all

the way up past the park the speed of some drivers up there

is rediculous 
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Cara Mcdonald Blairgowrie I sign because I don't want cars racing not knowing its a 30

zone next to a school and there breaking the law and like the

other day a child dies because of some people don't no how

to drive right 

James Harris Coupar Angus Pkc have dragged there heals on this for to long and now they

will find out what cut backs mean they are all talk and no

action our lives have been turned upside down because of the

greed and priorities of pkc now they better listen 

connie gibson Coupar Angus I'm signing this as this road has always been a nightmare for

speeding cars....next to a play park!!! Just layed flowers at the

place where the little girl lost her life due to speeding cars and

a car still went flying past me at well over 50mph!!!

Something needs to be done.

Susan Jones Balbeggie People are driving far too fast where children are playing 

Maureen Driscoll Blairgowrie Lives matter ... it's that simple ...

Marjory King Coupar Angus Soeed Kills!!!!

Jacqueline

Kennedy

Dundee To save lives

mandy grant Blairgowrie

and Rattray

I'm signing because no family should be going through what

the Edwards family are going through. Love and prayers are

with them. 

Lesa Gillies Dunfermline I too have witnessed cars traveling way to fast and over taking. 

George Dodds Rattray Me and my family use this park regularly and I firmly beleive

traffic calming measures are needed. Very disappointed the

council have failed to do so in the past. I hope the people

who made the decision in the past not to do so are sleeping

well at night. Shame on the council. 

David Jones Kettins It is time that local speeding is taken seriously. This is a good

measure to try and ensure that this type of tragedy never

happens again.

Greg Morgan Blairgowrie I fully support this petition. That stretch of road has required

additional traffic calming measures for a number of years

now. I think its way to late and at a very sad and heavy price.

Pkc need to start listening to the community and take action.

Concerns have been raised numerous times and fall on deaf

ears. What does it take for the council to listen to the public. I

sign this petition in support for the Edwards family as it is all I

can do. Please I encourage you all to voice your concern sign

and support. My thoughts are with Harlows Family. ✌E E
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Irene Johnston Bridge of Earn I grew up in Coupar Angus and Larghan Park holds very fond

memories. Horrified at what happened to this little girl and

her family.

Mary Jones Kettins To avoid other tragedy. Roads near kids parks should be as

safe as possible.

Shonaidh Beattie Perth There is a need for this in many Perthshire roads for the

safety of our residents

Shona Turnbull Coupar Angus Campaining has gone on for 10 years, asking for calming

measures on this road, with further campaigning for 20 years

to deal with issues caused by the by pass at Queen Street.

The devastating events this week mean whatever happens its

all too late for the Edwards family.  Tragic!!!  

Aiddon Mclean Forfar There are loads and loads of people speed up and down the

forfar road there should be a speed limit of 15-20mph there

are parks and schools near by 30mph is too fas for that road 

Ann Mason Coupar Angus Car continually speeding past park 
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Jane Mawer Blairgowrie I take my grandson to the skate park, it definitely needs

something done about the traffic, and it needs to be done

NOW before another tragedy happens.

Helen Breen Scotland Disgrace all roads should have calming measures

Jean

MacNaughton

Coupar Angus Safety has to be our priority for our children and

grandchildren .god help the Edwards family in their tragic

circumstances 

Helen Jacobs Woodside Too many cars speed along that stretch of road considering

how close it is to park and school.
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Jean

MacNaughton

Coupar Angus All roads in coupar Angus are dangerous hay street has a path

way that school kids use and a p!aypark and still the cars

come racing down the street 

Jill Muirhead Dundee No need for speed....lives mean so much more....this affects

not just a family but extended family and neighbourhoods.

No more young or old lives should be lost on our scottish

roads
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paisley campbell Coupar Angus This road is far too dangerous! Shouldn't have took this tragic

accident for a traffic calming scheme to be put in place!

lisa mclaren Blairgowrie

and Rattray

2 year old died something needs done about the speeding on

that road

Iris Oliver Motherwell Because of that horrible accident when that we lass was killed

Althea Joseph Edinburgh People, especially children need to be safe. The voice of the

community has been ignored for a decade and the result is

the death of a toddler. Enough is enough, this needs to be

addressed now, no more dally in. 

Leigh Thow Blairgowrie Truly saddened by such a terrible tragedy and my heart goes

out to the Harlow family who must be devastated. Sadly we

are blighted by a minority who choose their own needs over

the safety of others. I would like to see priority lanes or other

traffic calming measures. Speed bumps are not the answer

though most still go flying over. 

kenny smith Alyth Sad times! :(

Carol ANNAND Blairgowrie No more lives should be at risk

nicola macdonald coupar angus Such a sad day for all concerned.

Grant Stewart Kinrossie People know they should not speed but unfortunately do. We

should do everything that we can to protect our children and

the council have to do their part. 

Daina Devine Coupar Angus We need to make this little quite town safer for everybody I

fully support this petition silly drivers speed up and down that

straight road overtaking multiple cars on a 30mph road and

near houses and a kids play park i signed this petition to

support the Edwards family so nothing like this tragic happens

again. This should of been taken in long before now but sadly

a 2 yr old has lost a life and her family have lost her! My

thoughts are with Harlows family and wishing the other 2 a

speedy recovery

Louise Wightman Blairgowrie

and Rattray

It's always been a dangerous road thundering trucks and cars

speeding up with vulnerable children in danger 

Kevin Thomson Blairgowrie We as a family have all been affected by recent events in

Coupar Angus . I would like to see speed limits in towns and

cities reduced to 20 mph 

Amanda Pryce Dundee So something is done with this road & this beautiful child

hasn't died in vain. Obviously something has to be done now,

shame it wasn't done before 
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Craig Philip Blairgowrie

and Rattray

The park is a big attraction and kids of all ages walk from the

town to use the park . Safety needs to be priority more so

after what has just sadly happened. We don't need lengthy

council meetings to see what is needed . Safety fence all the

way into town on the pavement & traffic lights at the

junction. Get it done.

Judi Brannigan Perth Tragedies can be avoided by taking better measures. Get on it

Council!

Gillian Rolfe Coupar Angus I'm signing this because for too long PKC have given excuses

for not doing anything on this stretch of road, budget means

nothing when lives are at risk! No family should have to go

through this. Thoughts go to the Edwards family at this tragic

 Jme 

ashley smith dundee Because a beautiful little girl lost her life. And her sibling 's are

critical. A Family destroyed 

Hannah Smith Blairgowrie

and Rattray

I hope that the council listen this time around so that other

children/pedestrians can be safer walking along that stretch

of road. My thoughts are with the Edwards family at this

devastating time. 

Irene Drummond Coupar Angus A baby has died something should of been done a long time

ago with this part of the road not for a innocent child to be

killed  before your do anything about it!!!

Denis Christie Dundee I fear when my son goes there from his grans

Lee Wright Kirriemuir Too little too late!!! Been such a bad speeding area for years

now tragedy has struck shame on anyone who has not let this

happen sooner 
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Elizabeth Lamond Perth A tragedy like this should never happen again x

Ann Menmuir Forfar Ann Menmuir

Euan Scott Coupar Angus Something has to be done to stop idiot drivers.

Kim Thorne Dundee What more needs to happen for action for tragic calming to

be taken? 

Sarah Rolfe Coupar Angus I'm signing because people going speeding up the road

regardless the weather, there's a school bus stop as well as

the park right there.

dawn yates dundee A beautiful little girl lost their life and a family are going

through something that no one should have to go through

and if it can prevent another tragic accident I think it should

be put into place and sorted asap 

debby clarke Dundee something has to be done before anymore families have to go

through the devestation the edwards family are suffering

right now fully support this petiton which i understand

measures shouldve been in place a long time ago ...rip baby

beautiful &lt;3 

Jodie Maich Dundee J. Maich

caroline croll Blairgowrie It's a tragedy what had happened and something must be

done before another happens I use the park with my

grandchildren and the speed off some cars and hgvs is

ridiculous.

lindsay graham Kirriemuir This traffic calming should have been years ago its the same

old story a tragic event like what happened on Thursday these

poor kids has to happen to get something done 

Fiona Sarwar Blairgowrie we will continue to fight to make sure these changes are

made. 

michelle topen dundee I dont want another family to go through the pain hurt and

devastion that mine has had to go through  make this road

safer even though its been too late for mine ...

Jacqui Burness Dundee Traffic calming should have been in place years ago, too many

near misses and now this tragedy that has ripped a family

apart 

amanda smeaton blairgowrie I'm signing for  Harlows family.

josie campbell blairgowrie to prevent another child from dying

Elaine Robertson Blairgowrie

and Rattray

Because of poor Harlow this should not have happened god

bless her fly high with the angels and so this does not happen

to another family x
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Patricia whyte Perthshire Too many children getting hurt & killed on the roads

nowadays

 Help save a young life. 

donna greenlees Coupar Angus I sign this because their is to much heart ache in life these

days to many people getting hurt worse killed could happen

to any o es family so please do something about it soon x

moira fair blairgowrie My son often goes to Coupar Angus to Largan park 

Ashley Holmes Dundee In memory of Harlow Edwards

Ben Thomson Rattray Because the speed cars go on that road is ridiculous 
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RUSSELL TODD Kirriemuir Whilst I live outside Coupar I am heavily involved with local

football both at Foxhall Park and Larghan Park and have

witnessed excessive speed by vehicles outside both and well

in excess of speed limit. Many children go to school and live in

the immediate area. A danger to all.

Shaun Harbour Burrelton If drivers cannot keep their own speed in check, then

measures must be taken to force them to consider their

speed. Such tragedies should not be repeated of forgotten. 

pauine jones Dundee The whole of rays ode and Scotland are devasted at this

devastating tragic loss to a little girls life which could have

been avoided EASILY! This little girl was loved as part of a

family,now it's broken forever this cannot happen again!! Let

hope this can change and hopfully this little angels short life

can change somone else pain and grief lets make a change if

only for Harlow God bless you and your family 

Michelle Carling Dundee Should have been done years ago

Sarah Watt Blairgowrie

and Rattray

So sad for what has happend this week, this should have been

done years ago, thought are with the edwards family 

Margaret McLellan Blairgowrie Needs done

Demi Mcmahon Dundee Im signing because im aware people have put in complaints

before about this road and nothing was done about it. And

sadly accidents have happened and a 2 Year old has lost their

life. 

Susan Murray Coupar Angus Something needs to be done 

Kyle sutherland Blairgowrie Just the other day a 2 year old girl was KILLED, & her 6 year

old brother & 17 year old sister were seriously hurt. How

many more fatal & near fatal accidents have to happen before

some action is taken? My heart goes out to the to the

Edwards family. To those who see this on fb PLEASE sign this

in memory of wee Harlow. Thank you.

Karen Harris Inverness this is a terrible tragedy and more needs to be done to stop

this happening in the future.... i have kids and cant imagine

losing any of them..... my twins are same age as this beautiful

wee darling was..... RIP Sweetheart 

Lauren dickson Blairgowrie Safety has to be taken more seriously 

Lynne Reilly Forfar We need to reduce speed limits in this area as there has been

1 fatalty too much & its close to a kids play park. Cars are

often known to be speeding along this road
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Andy Buick Coupar Angus It is about time something was done. Surely after this tragic

happening sense must be seen.

carol mitchell Coupar Angus I have seen the traffic on this Rd 

Lorraine Grant Dundee Changes are needed now before another tragedy happens. 

Ross Wright Kirriemuir Something needs done about the road there.

David Grant Dundee Change is needed immediately to avoid any more devastating

events.

Dougie Fraser Coupar Angus The absolute need for sleeping policemen ramps across the

width of the road.

Kim Hayes Dundee After the tragic accident all measures should be out in place

to stop this ever happening again.

Tasha Barwise Crawley Someones child died here. 

Pauline Reid Dundee Cars need to slow down

Ellie Moses Perth We NEVER want to see another horrific incident like the one

that just happened - A family torn apart and nightmares for

life! 

Lynsey coutts Dundee Children should be able to visit a park and make their way

home, without any threat from speeding traffic whatsoever!

My heart is with Sara, Steven, their beautiful kids and their

lovely family. Let's try and ensure that no one else has to

endure the same by signing this petition, thanks for reading. 

Hilary Ireland Dundee A little girl died because a council didn't listen to its residents!

Please let this never happen again x 

Kathleen Hughes Dundee Council needs get this sorted now

Josephine Addison Coupar Angus I agree with this petition, something should have already

been done about the speeding traffic. I use the school bus

stop on that road and see the cars and lorries go speeding

past.

aimee konov Sofia This has to stop 

Leslee Alexander Blairgowrie

and Rattray

They should have been in place years ago. 

Susan Hanlon Dundee Slowing down traffic is a must where pedestrians are

Lorraine Benzies Coupar Angus Traffic is still speeding.
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Ann Campbell Coupar Angus Calming measures should have been done years ago when we

requested it.

Scott Thomson Blairgowrie Things need to change,It's just hellish that it's taken a tragedy

to get ball rolling...

mattie stewart Airdrie My 4 grandsons play in this park when they visit their other

granny during school holidays, although they never go alone

their parents are always with them. that didn't help that poor

family last week. My thoughts and prayers go to them.

Tracey Gellatly Rattray,

Blairgowrie

I drive past here often and frequently encounter cars and

Hgvs speeding , particularly leaving Coupar Angus. This awful

accident had devestated a family and the wider community.

nyona nicol Carnoustie Anything that saves lives is worth supporting 

Amanda Mcdonald Dundee It cud have saved a babys life

Cristina Matei Coupar Angus I am scared for kids safety!

Andreea Filipoaia Perth I'M A PARENT AND THE ACCIDENT WHST HAPPEND THERE IT

A TRAGEDY!!!

gillian ferraccioli Coupar angus A childrens play park on one side of the road, a family estate

full of families with young children on the other, the council

should have demanded trafic slowing measures at the time of

the construction of the Largan view housing estate. The

council has a duty of care and has failed on this.   

Kayleigh Munro Paisley In memory of baby Harlow. My thoughts are with the

Edwards family ❤

Amber Munro Dundee For harlow &lt;3

Kathleen Jack Aberdeen It is too late for this family but don't want anyone else to

suffer. 

Joy Milne Coupar Angus It's way overdue, a busy road with many cars, lorries and

other vehicles not giving due care to speed with a popular

play park in the vicinity. It is so sad that this tragedy has

occurred. Let's hope something is done soon and the P&KC

start listening.

Sheena Sigsworth Perth I used to live there and drivers need to slow down!

Flo Dargie Blairgowrie

and Rattray

Something needs to become about speeding near child play

areas on the busy road

John orr Port Glasgow speed camera's,speed bump anything to slow the traffic down

on that stretch of road .thoughts are with the Edwards family

at such a sad time .

Christina McCloy bridge of weir Before another life is tragically taken. Thoughts are with the

Edwards family and all those that attended the accident. 

June Low Blairgowrie I am signing this because of the terrible tragedy that

happened last Thursday and hope that any measures that can

be taken will prevent such a tragedy like this happening again. 
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Jennifer Petrie Burrelton Tragedies like the one last week must be prevented from

happening again. The police cannot be everywhere at once.

We need permanent traffic calming measures in the town,

especially at Larghan Park.

Kenneth Gillen Glasgow We should also somehow address the culture of needless

overtaking all along the A94. Cars constantly tailgate when

you're driving at the speed limit then dangerously overtake.

helen hemphill Glasgow We dont want any more unnecessary deaths and injuries

inflicted on innocent pedestrians. 

anna Patterson coupar angus We live at Larghan View with our 3 young children. Sara and

Steve are our neighbours, our kids are friends. I witnessed

the devastation caused by Thursday's accident, as did my 5

year old daughter. Little Harlow's tragic death may have been

prevented if the Council had listened to residents' pleas and

concerns over the last 10 years, by putting in place the traffic

calming measures that are so desperately needed.

I read a Council minute dated 4 June 2014, approving the

temporary 20mph speed limit on Forfar Road, all budgeted

for, and it still isn't in place, nearly 2.5 years later. Even if it

had been, the reduced speed limit alone wouldn't have

prevented Thursday's tragic accident. There must be physical

measures which mean drivers have no option but to slow

down. More needs to be done and urgently, to prevent

anything like this from ever happening again.

Kevin Robertson Coupar Angus I only moved to Larghan Park a few months ago but could

clearly see the dangers of the road around the park area. I

only hope something is done before this tragety repeats itself.

My heart goes to the family in this most difficult of times.

Katrina

Macfarlane

Alyth The traffic goes too fast next to the park also a fence along

that side of that side of Rd beside park would be good too 
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Hilary Provan Coupar Angus I hope that signing this petition that there will be a collective

voice from the local community to ensure significant change

occurs to improve safety for everyone in our town. 

Upsetting to read comments that are directly evidencing that

safety issues have been raised, considered and no action

taken thus far. Considering the tragic events that have

happened and the truly devastating impact on the Edwards

family - change needs to happen to manage traffic and slow it

down. 

Our thoughts are truly with the Edwards at this difficult and

unimaginably sad time. 

Kyle Blyth Coupar Angus Council need to start thinking of the people not themselves.

Kathleen Milne Alyth I fully support this petition,sadly too late to stop the tragedy

that happened last week,thoughts are with the family.

Grant Murdoch Coupar Angus I often take groups of school kids and beginners on bikes to

Larghan Park as the park is a great safe place to cycle and

learn to cycle. Getting there though is not so safe! Drivers

often drive past the entrance to the park too quickly.

Especially if you have a large group of inexperienced cyclists. 

Kerri Lynn Port Glasgow A young baby died because a arse hole of a driver by getting

there traffic calming would decrease the amount of arse hole

drIvers 

heather millar Stonehaven I saw this tragedy happen and would never want anyone to

endure the agony that the family must endure. Although I am

not local last Thursday will haunt me forever  :( 

lynsey tolmie Aberdeen In memory of beautiful baby Harlow 

Alison Turner Dundee Please sign

Christina Currie Perth To save life's 

dian leggett Tayport i
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anji Robertson Perth Tragic and should never happen again.

Leanne Neave Coupar Angus Cars need to keep speed down as children and adults are

always walking along pavements to go to park,school or

nursery 

Charon Stewart Blairgowrie I'm a mum who cares. 

Erica Duncan Kirriemuir I use the park with my children.

Scott Duncan Dundee More needs to be done to make thus area safer 

Paul Dow Coupar Angus I have a young kid and wouldn't like to see another accident

happen.

kevin baxter Coupar Angus It's a public park with loads going on the limit should be

reduced to keep everyone save

wilma sievwright blairgowrie Too many people speed on this road!

Eleanor Vanko Northmuir I have seen people driving too fast

Jack McCullie Scone Time Perth & Kinross Council removed their blinkers. Its not

about cost its about the safety of the people and the children

who they represent. They have a duty of care and this area

needs to be sorted.

Elizabeth McCullie Scone P&KC the word "THICK" comes to mind. Love and best wishes

to the family.

Christopher

Lindley

Glamis I agree with the petition. I commute through Coupar Angus

every day. Cars heading east nearly all speed up after the

junction to the park and the rest after the new housing

development.

Donna Webster Blairgowrie I|t is ridiculous the speed some drivers go along this stretch of

road. However, it is just such a shame that it has taken last

week's tragedy for the council to sit up and take notice

Georgina Mclaren Aberdeen I am signing this due to the fact this road is a danger to the

residents of Coupar Angus and the death of little Harlow has

just proved what the residents have been saying for years it

needs some kind of speed restrictions 

Craig Tolmie Dundee I don't know the area but hundreds of locals can't be wrong.

It's a shame that it takes a tradegy like that seen 2 weeks ago

before anyone takes action. All too late for one family.

Something MUST be done now to avoid a repeat of events

that have devastatingly changed a family for life. 

Julie Sheed Coupar Angus Speed bumps would be the safest option 

Stuart Sutherland Blairgowrie I want slower traffic in the vicinity of the park and school.
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Andrew Hay Dundee I used to live in Coupar Angus and am horrified by the recent

tragedy.

Kids travel this road all the time and need the protection of

speed bumps.

There will always be morons who think they can break the

speed limit in urban areas. 

Ray Low Perth Please make this road safer for all the families who use it for l

Ray Low Perth Please help to keep our families safe when the children want

to use the parks in Coupar Angus! The problem needs to be

addressed around all our local schools too, please don't let

more children die because of speeding drivers,when speed

bumps would alleviate the problem. 

Susan Crawford Perth I believe accidents like this should not happen in the first

place. Big signs and paint on the roads and bollards in the

road if needby , anything to get traffic to slow down in town

and make it impossible to do dangerous overtakes or

manoeuvres. Maybe take a leaf out of the traffic give way

system in craigie in city centre Perth where there are shaped

kerbs and traffic can only go through one at a time. The

recent events are utterly tragic. 
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Karen Pearman Coupar Angus Having lived in a cottage on Forfar Road and now in Larghan

View I have seen 1st hand how cars and huge lorries speed in

both directions on that road. I challenge decision makers from

P&K to come and try to cross that road, especially at peak

times. The kids have to cross the road to catch the school

bus!!!!! 

Lesley Gibson Coupar Angus Even after such a tragedy cars are still speeding past larghan

park.

Victoria Haxton Dundee I'm signing this petition because of the devastating effect the

death of Harlow has had on our whole family. It's to late now

for Harlow but if road calming measures & restrictions save

even one other child's life then no other family will have to go

through the same heartache & pain by so many. 

Lucy Black Dundee I am a friend of Harlows family and I also have small children. 

Garry Haxton Dundee Im signing this because if the council had listend to the

residents before now then this tragic accident might of bern

avoided and my family would not have had to go threw this

horrible situation and my niece would still be here and her

brothers and sister would all be fine :@  .

michelle topen dundee I hope something is done soon pitty its took the life of my

cousins precious baby please dont let another family go

through the heartache of what the edwards family has had to

do the worst thing ever please sign and share r.i.p baby

harlow sleep tight angel xxxx

caryann

Mcdermott

Dundee I would never ever want anyone to go thought what my good

friends are going though right now so just come on and put

these things in place 

hayley mckay dundee Signed in support of the edwards,,fly high little harlow..r.i.p xx

victoria mason Dundee Its close to school area homes with kids and a big play park

thats should be more than enough reason

Sara Edwards Coupar Angus There is nothing I can do now to bring my baby back or take

away the suffering of my other 2 children from the injuries

they sustained but I will do EVERYTHING I can to make things

safer for all my children and all of the other children who live

and play in this area. Would never wish this pain on anyone -

our hearts and world are shattered. 

Carolanne

Thomson

Dundee pedestains are unsafe

Katie Mughal Dundee My little niece was killed on this road!  This needs to be

prevented incase it happens to any other kids!!

Raegan Jackson Dundee It was my family who were affected by the accident!!! 

Sandra Ramsay Dundee Traffic should be slowed right donw near any play park and to

save lives.

Beth Dyer Arbroath For my baby cousin Harlow
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Samantha

Thomson

Dundee No family should have to go through what the Edwards family

are going through. 

sheilian brown Dundee Such a shame that an awful tragedy happened before

councillors started to look at these measures!!! Take heed

and get it done ....... 

Nicola Thomson Invergowrie I'm signing this petition in memory of little Harlow Edwards. If

only something had been done this tragedy might have been

avoided so PKC need to do something now so hopefully no

other family will have to face the heartache the poor Edwards

family are going through

stacy Winter dundee A child has lost her life and 2 other kids have been hurt, a

family torn apart by grief, it's a no brainer. 

Lisa Mestiri Dundee No one should lose there baby in such tragic terms as the

family has. 

Morag Brannan Dundee I am heartbroken for Sara, Steven and family x

Stacey Booth Cruden Bay I've seen the devastation this recent accident has caused on

this busy road. Safety needs to be a priority in a busy area to

help save lives and make sure there's no more tragedys espc

in area where kids should be able to play safe near their

homes. 

Alison Mckelvie Dundee People need to be more cautious on these roads for

pedestrians. ....A little girl was killed it's time for action 

Tammy Anderson Dundee For the safety of each and everyone xxx

Carla Currie Dundee After poor little Harlow losing her life this should be

mandatory 

Cath Docherty Dundee Because i think the speed limit should b 20

Morgan Watson Dundee For a friend

Alison colgan Dundee Children's & everyone's safety should come first!

Iris Tolmie Dundee To support prevention of further tragic occurrences and keep

people of the town safe.

jayne  mcdonald DUNDEE Things need to be done ASAP 

Sarah Brown Coupar Angus A toddler was killed on this road and it's dangerous 

Caitlyn McFarlane Kirriemuir In support of Harlow and pther youngsters

nancy powell dundee PLEASE DO SOMETING ABOUT THIS ROAD BEFORE ANOTHER

CHILD OR PERSON IS NEEDLESSLY KILLED 

Caryn BENVIE Dundee A family has been torn apart by speeding in a built up area 

Fay stewart Dundee Iam signing this because don't want another little child getting

injured or killed 

Wendy Urquhart Burrelton The speeding has to stop! Make it a safer place.
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Claire Maclean Dundee <a href="https://www.change.org/p/perth-and-kinross-

council-traffic-calming-measures-at-larghan-park-coupar-

angus/c/520715504"

rel="nofollow">https://www.change.org/p/perth-and-kinross-

council-traffic-calming-measures-at-larghan-park-coupar-

angus/c/520715504</a>

joanna thomson Dundee I want to help try to make the roads safer there was already a

tragedy and i dont want another 

Ashley Simpson Dundee No one should ever have to endure such sadness and loss if

we can try and prevent it through these measures 

Tommo Adams Monifieth My good friends lost a child in this area

Ashley Reddy Dundee I'm signing because hopefully will help in preventing, this sort

of tragedy and heartbreak to some other family.

Terry May Dundee A friend of the family lost her little girl as a result of a car

crash on this road 

William Gall dundee This is another case where it has been proven recently if

nothing is done it costs lives now we have to ask how many

more lives before something is done and quick.

Lauren Abbot Dundee No one should have to go threw what the Edwards family are

going threw right now!!

Leanne Hawes Dundee After the tragic events to the Edward family (who are friends

of ours) this should definitely be done!!

Joanne Morrison Arbroath Another accident waiting to happen

Angela Todd Dundee No more should die at hands of bad drivers

Marnie Soutar Dundee 

Kathleen Arnold Dundee Little Harlow and her family should never have gone through

this ,its time to put lives before cars 

Norma Parnell Dundee For little harlow & her amazing family xxx

John Pettigrew Dundee i feel strongley about this issue 

Lynne Cooper Dundee It's taken a little life that could have been prevented 

Mark Stewart Invergowrie Because of the recent tragic events involving Harlow

Edwards...this needs to change! 

Doreen Stewart Dundee Responsibility of councils to help protect our young and old

from tragic accidents. would not like to see another family go

throuh what Sara and Steven and the rest if family are going

thro. 

Samantha Low Dundee Harlow Edwards 
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Kelly Allan dundee Does it take tragic accidents to happen before things r put in

place !!

Plz sooner the better 

Lorraine Stewart Dundee Speed limit to be reduces 

Chelsea Duncan Dundee I'm signing this for this road to be changed for the safety of

pedestrians. Children should not be hurt or dying just walking

down the street. 

Garry Jardine Dundee I'm signing because a family member lost her little girl due to

a speeding car 

Margaret Barclay Arbroath A beautiful baby was taken from her family on that stretch of

road 

Dawn Ross Balmullo Safety of children MUST come first, please ensure this road is

improved. No family should have to go through this.

Roma Arnold Grantown-On-

Spey

My brother is a friend of Dionne Edwards who was in the

recent crash, I know it will be too late for this family but it's

high time the council listened and something about this!!!!!!!

James McGeary Dundee More tragedies will be averted when this is put into place

Leigh Kinnie Dundee I'm signing for Harlow Edwards, and all the the kids/people

this could save , it shouldn't take a tragedy to have this fixed ! 

Tammy Robinson Dundee Because no one else needs to lose a child in a road traffic

accident.

Jenna Longmuir Dundee For Harlow, Leon and Dionne ❤

Holly Kane Dundee Family

Kerry Kydd Dundee I'm signing for Harlow.  x

Cheryl Carlin Dundee No other child or adult should loss their life on this road
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Susan Young Dundee In the hope that traffic-calming measures will mean that

another needless tragedy will be avoided. Thinking of the

 Edwards family with love at this unimaginably awful Jme.  

Marie Mcaulay Dundee Marie McAulay 

Cheryl Smith Dundee I'm signing because having had this speed limit in place could

have potentially saved my friend from losing her little girl and

prevented her other 2 children from being seriously hurt. We

need to take action to prevent this from happening again it's

just a sin that a child had to lose her life before something

gets done 

Tammy Finlay Dundee These roads need to be safer for all. 

Louise Gibson Dundee Any measures that can be put in place to prevent any further

tragedies and prevent another family going through this

devastation can only be good! 

tam mcgeary Dundee Nobody else should have to go through what this family are

suffering 

Gemma

Macgregor

Dundee Something has to be done before anyone else is hurt should

take an accident like this for this to happen 

Billy Mcdermott dundee I'm signing because this particular stretch if road and

surrounding roads need to have traffic calming measures to

ensure that motorists adhere to a safe speed for the safety of

themselves and others

Jacqueline Wilkie Dundee Don't  want another family to suffer like little harlows family 

Gillian Mitchell Dundee Because no one should be killed for people speeding and in

the end loose a baby 
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Tracey Towell Dundee This needs to be sorted before someone else is tragically killed 

Sonia Sullivan Monifieth No other parent should ever go through what the parents off

Harlow have had to go through!! RIP beautiful angel. 

karleen stevenson dundee Harlow was a close friends little cousin .. and it's a sin to see

such a you get life gone because of a speeding lunatic... 

 carol  mcdermott Dundee A family friend  killed and injured 

Erica Ritch dundee because one death is one too many

Chloe Malone Port Glasgow I'm signing to make this road safer as close friends was first

responders to a bad accident not long ago 

Nicole Dixon Dundee I never knew of the potential of this road. But I do know that

the Edwards Family have been broken. BABY Harlow lost her

life at 2yr old. Her big sis and big Bro both sustained horrific

injuries and both them and the other 2 siblings and there

strong mum and dad have to live with the heartache and pain

of life without the baby girl who made such large mark in

their lives. All for sum idiot to dangerously drive showing of to

pals or just no patience caused a road accident worse than

some drunk drivers have. 

Hope he knows how patient that babys family have to be

while trying to help one another through this pain.

R.I.P BABY HARLOW

G.B.N.F

Mary White By Dundee We need to save as many lives as possible.

Mary White By Dundee We need to save as many lives as possible.

Mary White By Dundee We need to save as many lives as possible.

Ian Gallacher Coupar Angus It sickens me that a child has to die before people sit up and

take notice.

Janette Rose Cove Bay A baby's life has been taken the speed limit should be 20 mph 
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Angela Mcqueen Dundee I m signing because a life was lost and 2 children seriously

hurt. There needs to be changes on this road to protect our

Children.

calley Scott Dundee Something needs to be done to prevent any other

unnecessary suffering to families

aileen williamson dundee The death of a lovely baby girl that should  not happend

Amy farrell Dundee RIP Harlow

Ann Jackson Dundee I totally agree with my niece this road should have been seen

to years ago with a school and play park so close this was an

accident waiting to happen so i think you as councilors need

to get this sorted before some other child gets mowed down

because it will happen again   

Jane Hunt Dundee No child should have had too loose her life

Lynn Small Dundee I will never understand why these measures weren't put in

play the moment they put the play park where it is. RIP little

Harlow 

Helen Ewan Inverurie To stop more tragic accidents

fiona malloch Dundee I sign this petition in support for the Edwards family. 

gary stewart Dundee It will slow the traffic so that no other familys have to go thro

what harlows have

Claire Cooper Dundee Our friends daughter was killed on this road.

Eleanor Gilligan Dundee There is no measures to implement traffic control near this

park 

Ainsley Cooney Dundee This should have been done a long time ago. Such a a tragic

loss before action has been taken 

margot hutton Dundee Margot hutton

Steven Middleton Dundee Im signing this because if it will help save lives then i'll do

anything to help

Nicole Duncan Dundee thoughts are with all the family Such an amazing and strong

family, and hope Leon and Dionne have a quick recovery❤E .

Must be so heartbroken

Chelsea downie Dundee i want to make roads safer and my school friend just lost his

little cousin Harlow 

Sarah Barclay Dundee Sadly one child has paid the price , let there be no more 

Fraser Ogilvie Dundee I don't want anyone else's family to go through what this nice

family has had to deal with. No one should ever have this

happen to them when out near a children's park.

Mary McGeary Dundee

Tayside

,with what happened , the speed limit has to come down to

20, people have shown what they think, by what they did,,

changed the limit themselves

Mandy Edwards Dundee I dont ever want another family to be through such hurt

,pain,sorrow, and devastaion ever again .

Bev Kirkcaldy Dundee People lives are at risk for those speeding
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Dariusz Walkowiak Coupar Angus I stay in Coupar Angus and I spend time with kids in larghan

Park many times.I see how some drivers speed too fast .

Claire Campbell Dundee No child should have to lose a life something needs to be done 

Elizabeth Strachan Alyth Every precaution needs to be taken to ensure children are

safe near play areas. But at the same time, all drivers have a

responsibility to drive safely, but on a daily basis we see

dangerous driving which endangers everyone of us.

Amanda Anderson Tayport Beautiful Harlow, I've known Sara and Steven for a long time,

no family should have to go through this horrific pain and

hurt, heartbreaking xx

sara jackson dundee In memory of little Harlow.... And for the future safety of

other children...rip beautiful xx

Kim Coram Coupar Angus The people of the town have been campaigning for this for

over ten years something needs to be done before another

person loses there life the Edwards family will never be the

same again without their beautiful baby daughter thinking of

you guys always 

Densie Farnan Dundee Won't bring little Harlow back but it may save the lives of

others loved ones 

Claire Hunter Dundee Too many reasons ... Why do these roads not have the

sleeping policemen bumps? The cost maybe? Well the price

was a family broken with grief .., "save life's NOT CASH!"

Someone told me this was refused a week or so before

beautiful Harlow was robbed from amazing parents, siblings &

family/friends. Devastating!!!

Elaine Ferguson Dundee To stop drivers speeding so no one else gets killed

natalie sturrock Dundee It's about time something is done better another accident

happens 

Sarah snee Dundee Something has to change for the sake of this poor wee baby

losing her life 

RHONA DOBSON Dundee The three kids involved in the accident were family and no

other family should go through what ours is going through

ALISON Knight Coupar Angus We don't want another tragedy !!!

Laura Middleton Birkhill In support of the Edward family & no family should go

through this heartache
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Zoe Mcdonald Dundee

I fully support this petition. That stretch of road has required

additional traffic calming measures for a number of years

now. I think its way to late and at a very sad and heavy price.

Pkc need to start listening to the community and take action.

Concerns have been raised numerous times and fall on deaf

ears. What does it take for the council to listen to the public. I

sign this petition in support for the Edwards family as it is all I

can do. Please I encourage you all to voice your concern sign

and support. My thoughts are with Harlows Family. ✌E E

Greg Morgan, Blairgowrie, United Kingdom2 weeks ago

Share

Isobel McMaster Blairgowrie Speed needs to be reduced.

Fiona Lynch Dundee What happened to Harlow could have been avoided 

Audrey Davidson Coupar Angus I live in this area  and we need to make this road safe  
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Jeffrey Brewer Coupar Angus For too long, motorists and lorry drivers have delayed slowing

down when entering Coupar Angus. More signage for those

leaving Coupar Angus would also be welcome.

Jeff Brewer

PAMELA STARK denny For Harlow x

wilma patrick Muirhead BECAUSE IT NEEDS SLOWING DOWN THERE AS THERES A PARK 


